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ABSTRACT
Various types of projectiles are available in the market
with different shape, size, texture, stiffness and material for
online cleaning of tubular heat exchangers. Perhaps the
largest group by far is the one with spherical shape. There
exists nevertheless no publication in open literature to
recommend the optimum physical properties in terms of
size, and stiffness that would influence the cleaning action
best. This study proposes a mechanistic criterion to define
how to select an efficient projectile based on contact area
and exerted shear force that a projectile would have when it
is propelled through a tube. The criterion is examined for a
number of spherical projectiles of various sizes and stiffness
to appraise its reliability and functionality. To do so, the
stiffness of projectiles is firstly measured and secondly
numerous fouling experiments are carried out in which
CaSO4 is used as foulant, and a plain tube as the heat
transfer surface. The resultant criterion shows the domain of
projectile sizes that would best clean the surface for a
specified stiffness and vice versa.

effectively mitigate fouling thus provide stable operation
but limited to aqueous systems at temperatures below about
120°C, due to the stability of the projectile material [2].
Nevertheless, the experimental data about the performance
of various projectiles is scarce and non-conclusive which
otherwise would be needed to recommend the optimum
physical properties i.e. size, and stiffness that would best
influence the cleaning action [3-4].
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INTRODUCTION
Heat exchangers are the workhorse of most chemical,
petrochemical, food processing and power generating
processes. Of many types of heat exchangers,
approximately 60% of the market is still dominated by shell
and tube heat exchangers. It is largely favored due to its
long performance history, relative simplicity, and its wide
temperature and pressure design ranges [1]. One major
problem directly related to these requirements is the
deposition of unwanted materials on the heat transfer
surfaces, which occurs in the majority of heat exchangers.
Fouling may cause one or more of several major operating
problems, such as loss of heat transfer, under-deposit
corrosion, increase pressure loss and flow mal-distribution.
Among different mechanical mitigation techniques,
projectiles of different shapes e.g. sponge balls can be
propelled through the heat exchanger tubes to mitigate
deposition. Projectile cleaning is ideal as it can be applied in
frequent intervals and will mitigate fouling on a continuous
basis. Thus the degradation of heat exchanger efficiency can
be controlled. The frequency and duration of application
depends on the severity of fouling and the strength of
interaction between cleaning projectile and deposit. The
advantage of this method is that the projectiles can
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Fig. 1 Comparison the cleaning performance of two soft and
hard projectiles for similar operating conditions. Bulk
temperature 40°C, surface temperature 71°C, fluid velocity
1.3 m/s, CaSO4 concentration 4.6 g/L and injection interval
of 5 minutes [5].
It has long been asserted that harder projectiles would
better clean the surface. Müller [5] though questioned such
assertion when two projectiles of different stiffness were
examined at the same operating conditions. Figure 1
typically illustrates the cleaning performance of two
projectiles which one is hard (P12, diameter of 20.2 mm)
and can exert 932 kPa shear force. Throughout the
attempted fouling runs for both projectiles, the injection rate
was kept the same every 5 min in the early stage and the
induction period [5].
The softer one (P02, diameter of 22.0 mm) exerts only 75
kPa [5]. More details about these specific projectiles will be
provided in the following sections. The figure underlines
that softer projectile keeps the tube somewhat cleaner under
similar operating conditions, especially at the early stage of
fouling. This indicates that the cleaning performance does
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nott have any relation to the exerted shearr force. Moreoover
thee harder projeectile initiallyy facilitated deposit
d
formaation
pecculiarly compared to one thhat no projectile is used.
s of projecttiles
Jalalirad andd Malayeri [6] showed that size
plaays an importaant role to proovide a stablee contact withh the
tub
be under flow propulsion, but their optim
mum size, stiffn
fness
and
d subsequent rrelation to cleeaning are stilll to be addresssed.
The present stuudy endeavorss to develop a simple, robbust
s
projeectiles in term
ms of
critterion for the selection of suitable
stifffness and sizze. To do so,, two distinct but inter-relaated
exp
periments are carried out namely
n
i) stifffness tests andd ii)
fou
uling test rig tto examine vaarious resultan
nt criterion unnder
harrsh fouling ennvironment.

o valves, such
h that a small fflow brings th
he projectile too its
two
firsst position for the next injecction.
The fouling process is characterized by the fouling
resistance Rf, which
w
is calcu
culated from the overall heat
h
nsfer coefficcients at cleean (Uc) an
nd fouling (U
( f)
tran
con
nditions as:
1

1

(1)

h transfer ccoefficient U is also calculaated
The overall heat
from
m the followin
ng equation,
(2)

XPERIMENT
TAL SETUP AND PROCE
EDURE
EX
Fouling Setup
A test rig is designed andd constructed to investigatee the
p
in tubular condduits
on--line cleaningg action of projectiles
durring crystallizzation foulingg. Details ab
bout the test rig,
preeparation of ssolution, expeerimental pro
ocedure and ddata
red
duction can bee found elsew
where [2, 7, 8].
8 The test riig is
dessigned such thhat projectiless can be prop
pelled at diffeerent
injeection rates aand velocitiess during fouliing runs. A fflow
diaagram of the ssetup is preseented in Figurre 2. The testt rig
con
nsists mainly of a supply tank,
t
a 3 hp centrifugal
c
puump,
heaating zone wiith a tube haaving an inner diameter off 20
mm
m, a projectille injection system
s
and a transparent part
maade of glass piipes to ensuree the return off projectiles too the
injeection point. The CaSO4 solution is pumped
p
from the
sup
pply tank to thhe heating zonne, i.e. the heeat exchanger,, via
thee centrifugal ppump and thenn is returned to
o the supply taank.

he thermocoupples
Thee wall temperature of tube T w is where th
are embedded. The
T surface teemperature Ts is calculatedd by
the Wilson-plot [9].
[
Cleeaning Efficieency (E)
When differeent projectiless are used to mitigate depposit
form
mation, a paarameter is required to compare ressults
rigo
orously. Thro
ough the obsservation of the
t experimental
fou
uling resistancces versus tim
me only the overall
o
qualityy of
pro
ojectile cleanin
ng could be oobtained, but there is not any
quaantitative valu
ue to say how
w better a prrojectile is when
w
com
mpared to otthers. The clleaning actio
on of projecttiles
norrmally depend
ds on their tyype in terms of size, stiffnness
and
d texture and
d the injectiion rate. Th
hus the cleanning
effi
ficiency is defi
fined to quantiify the perform
mance of variious
pro
ojectiles. It is based on thee average foulling resistancee of
tub
be with to with
hout (w/o) injeections. Considering a poinnt at
a given time of experiment,
e
thhe efficiency would
w
be the area
a
below the curvee of fouling rresistance vs. time, with and
witthout (w/o) injjection (see Fiigure 3).

g. 2 A schemaatic of the expperimental setu
up equipped w
with
Fig
thee projectile injection system
m
The heating zone also coontains a circcular tube heaated
e
heater of a maxim
mum
directly from ouutside via an electrical
pow
wer of 10 kW
W. Heat is trransferred fro
om the electrrical
heaater to the C
CaSO4 solutionn passing thrrough the heaated
tub
be. The projecctile can be inntroduced into
o the heated ttube
by turning the fllow to the heaated tube. The projectile is tthen
s
to con
nfirm that it iss not
re-circulated to a transparent section
uck anywhere in the test rigg. This is don
ne by openingg the
stu

Fig. 3 Efficiency
E
(E) of projectile cleaning.
c
us
Thu
1
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Where E is tthe efficiencyy, A1 the areaa below the cuurve
ojectile is injeccted
of fouling resistaance vs. time when the pro
d A2 is the areea when it is not
n injected.
and
1

,

(4)

2

, /

(5)

Here , annd , / are fouling resisttances which can
be determined frrom Eq. 1. If one
o assumes th
hat the differeence
c
conditioon is
of surface tempeerature under fouling and clean
hen:
lineearly proportiional to foulinng resistance th
~

,

,

typ
pe, P01 and P02
P are referrred as soft and
a P12 as hard
h
pro
ojectiles. They
y are then ttested by a Zwick univeersal
stifffness testing
g machine (m
model ZPM 1455). For the
stifffness test pro
ocedure whichh is recommeended by IKT
T, in
the range of ±10% of projecctile sizes, stiiffness wouldd be
ind
dependent of diameter.
d
The tests are conducted such that th
he projectiles are
clam
mped then loaaded from aboove with a plaate (see Figuree 4).
Thiis is carried out through conditions listed in Tablee 1.
Perrcentage of deforming as deformed diaameter per iniitial
diaameter versus applied forcee is plotted fo
or each projectile.
Theen the applied
d force for 500% of deform
mation is reporrted
as a measure to explain the sttiffness. Thesee results in linnear
ran
nge of curvees are muchh reliable. Th
he parameterr α
rep
presents the rellation of forcee and deformaation:

(6)
α

This equation is driven basedd on linear relaation betweenn the
surrface temperatture and foulinng resistance,, thus considerring
Eqs. 1 and 2, Ai and Q arre constant for
f this seriess of
periments andd only Ts,f variies
exp
This, in turn, ressults in
1

∑
∑

, , ,
, , .,

,

100

x
ε

(8)

here:
wh
x = Average forcce of each atteempt on projecctile [N]
ε = Deformation [%]

(7)

,

Where Ts,c annd Ts,f,w denotte surface tem
mperature at cllean
d fouling connditions with injection and Ts,f,w/o is surfface
and
tem
mperature at ffouling condiition w/o injeection. Moreoover
“i”” counts thee number off recorded data
d
during the
exp
periment. If E = 100%, thhen it correspo
onds to utter and
perrfect cleaningg of the surrface by thee projectile. For
app
preciable cleaaning it could be in a range of 90-99% and
forr a good cleanning within the range of 70-89%. Howeever,
forr values less tthan 70%, onee should not bother to usee the
pro
ojectile in quuestion as innjection would only intennsify
fou
uling nucleatiion and make the inductiion period m
much
sho
orter [7,8]. T
This impliess that mitigaation should be
pro
ofound at the early stage off fouling process otherwisee the
actt of projectiless would be counterproductive resulting inn an
inteensified depoosition as illuustrated in Fig
gure 1. It is also
imp
perative to nnote that som
metimes efficciency couldd be
neg
gative, even leess than -200%
%. This domiinantly occurss for
loo
ose projectiless and the oness with exact size
s of tube innner
diaameter.

urement
Stiiffness Measu
A selected nnumber of prrojectiles are examined at the
Insstitute of Poolymer Technnology (IKT)), Universityy of
Stu
uttgart to havee their stiffnesss measured. Based
B
on standdard
test procedure ffor such meassurement as listed
l
in Tablle 1,
five pieces of each P01, P02 and P12 having diffeerent
with
stifffness and sizees are selectedd for the testss. P01 is soft w
a diameter
d
5% bigger than tube.
t
P02 is harder
h
but noot as
mu
uch as P12 w
with a diameteer 10% biggeer than tube. P12
waas the hardest one thus its siize could not larger
l
than 1%
% of
inn
ner tube diam
meter. Based on assortmen
nt of projectiiles’

Fig. 4 The arrangement off the stiffness measurement.
m
.
Table 1 Procedural
P
settttings for stiffn
ness tests.
Parrameter
SSetting
Tesst standard
Climate
Sam
mple pretreatm
ment
Forrce transducerr
Traansducer
Sam
mple holder
Tesst speed
Preeload

D
DIN EN ISO 3386-1
3
D
DIN EN ISO 291-23/50-2
2
SStorage in stan
ndard atmosphhere
D
DIN EN ISO 291-23/50-2
2
1 kN
T
Traverse
PPlates
1100 mm/min
00.5 N

XPERIMENT
TAL RESULT
TS
EX
Stiffness Tests
ovide informattion
The stiffnesss tests are inttended to pro
on how deform
mation takes place when curves for load
l
w loaded until
u
verrsus deformatiion are plottedd. Projectiles were
a compression
c
of
o 50% is reaached, meanin
ng the projecttiles
retaained 50% of their innitial diameteer at the end.
e
Accordingly thee force exerrted on the projectile over
o
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defformation hass an approxim
mate linear function, as shoown
in Figures
F
5-7. A
As five samplles of each pro
ojectile are te sted
theen each plot coontains fives curves.
c

T table sho
ows that P02 aand P12 are 3.1
3 and 5.8 tim
mes
2. The
harrder than P01 while P12 is oonly 1.9 hardeer than P02.
ble 2 Comparisons of stiffnness factor (alp
pha) for differrent
Tab
pro
ojectiles.
Stiffness
S
factorr
Magnitude
]
Value [
%
%
(α)
to others
0.1178
1
0.5558
3.1 * αP01
1.0040
5.8 * αP01
1.9 * αP02
The results sh
how for the saame force exeerted, the P12 has
the smallest defformation whhile P01 has the most sevvere
defformation. In comparison with the tube inner diam
meter
(20
0 mm) the max
ximum deform
mation can be as much as 100%,
wh
hich shows thee testing rangee of 50% (D/2
2) is definitelyy in
the range of prractical appliication. This means that the
defformation of 50% in stiffn
fness tests is in the rangee of
maaximum allowable deformattion that practtically happenns in
tub
bular heat ex
xchangers. Thhe parameter α presents the
relaation of each projectile bettween average pressing forrces
witth five balls, when
w
the deforrmation reach
hes 50%.

Fig. 5 Stiffness test for P01
1.

ojectile Efficiiency
Pro
15 experimen
nts with projeectiles of different stiffness and
sizees are carried
d out under fouling cond
ditions. Differrent
injeection intervals have also bbeen attempteed to find out the
opttimum diametter and stiffnness which co
orresponds to the
besst cleaning performance.
p
The summaary of resulltant
find
dings is given
n in Table 3.
ble 3 Efficieency of variious projectilles for differrent
Tab
injeection interv
vals. Bulk temperature 40°C, surfface
tem
mperature 71°C
C, and CaSO4 cconcentration
n 4.6 g/L.

2.
Fig. 6 Stiffness test for P02

Pro
oj.
ID

Diameter
mm

Sttiffness
[%
%

Fig. 7 Stiffness test for P12
2.
n loaded forcce to
In these figuures, the graduual increase in
% deformation reflects the projectile stifffness. For rubbber
50%
pro
ojectile of P122, forces end up ranging from
f
48 to 544 N.
Sofft sponge proojectile of P011 has the weaakest stiffnesss, as
forrces range from
m 6 to 10 N. Sponge
S
ball P02 is the meddium
am
mong the three attempted proojectiles with forces of 22 N to
24 N. The loadeed force stops pressing the projectile furrther
hen deformatioon is beyond 50% the releases. This ressults
wh
in small abrupt drops at thee end of curv
ves. The averrage
defformation resuults of each 5 pieces are liisted in the Taable

]

Contactt
area
mm²

Applied
τ
Pa

E
5
min
m

E
10
min

E
15
5
min

60%
v=0.8

10
0%
v==0.8

P01

21.0

0.178

132.1

14,199

40%
4
v=0.8

P02

22.0

0.558

277.3

75,010

80%
v=0.8

P04

19.8

1.040

loose

0

‐6
60%
v=1.3

P05

24.0

‐300%
(Stuck)
v=1.3
Projectile
P
was torn after
29 injection

P11

20.0

1.040

negligibble

negligible

0%
0
v=1.3

P12

20.2

1.040

25.4

932,313

60%
v=1.3

609.9

‐210%
(Stuck)
v=1.3
‐60%
v=1.3

‐220%

V==1.3

The reported
d contact areeas in this table
t
are sim
mply
measured in a trransparent tubbe with similaar inner diam
meter
to that
t of the meetal tube (20.00 mm) which is
i used in fouling
exp
periments. No
ote that the tesst procedure for
f measuring the
exeerted shear on
n the tube w
wall, provided in this tablee, is
fullly explained elsewhere
e
[6].
Eviidently as it can be seen,, P02 has thee best efficieency
com
mpared to oth
hers. Hard proojectiles of P04, P11 and P12
P
witth the same material
m
but diifferent sizes of
o 19.8, 20.0 and

www.heatexchanger-fouling.com
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20..2 mm are alsso examined. Neverthelesss only P12 whhich
hass a small conntact with pipe had better efficiency.
e
Looose
pro
ojectiles as weell as those having
h
similar size to the innner
tub
be diameter aare expected not
n to clean in
i an appreciaable
maanner. This allso means thhat they woulld even intennsify
dep
posit formatioon [2] and alsoo they are liab
ble to get stucck in
thee tube. P05 is a stereotype soft projectilee and 20% lar
arger
thaan tube inner ddiameter but its life time was
w short becaause
of severe deform
mation after passing
p
throug
gh the tube. T
This
dicates that too get stuck woould not be a problem for soft
ind
pro
ojectile as muuch as hard prrojectiles even
n if they are 220%
larg
ger than the innner tube diam
meter.

g. 8 Efficiencyy based on thee exerted sheaar [6] and conntact
Fig
areea, resulted froom Table 3.
The experim
mental results for P01, P02 and P12 are also
preesented in Figgure 8 in term
ms of efficienccy versus exeerted
sheear force. Thee figure showss applying a higher
h
shear fo
force
doees not alwayss mean the prrojectile has a better cleanning
perrformance. Quite opposite, it is the prrojectile size that
maay have muchh higher imppact though. Size implies the
exttent of contactt area betweenn the projectile and the tubee. In
Fig
gure 8, the poositions of threee projectiles based on sizze or
effficiency versuus applied sheear force are specified. Thhese
three projectiless are samples of soft (P01), medium (P
P02)
and
d hard (P12),, respectively. As it can be
b seen, the m
most
effficient projecttile is P02 which
w
is rep
presented by the
dasshed curve too “efficiency axis” on thee left side. The
opttimum size also is referred by the solid curve to the rright
axiis to show hoow much the projectile is bigger than tthen
tub
be. The figure also shows inn what areas the
t projectile will
hav
ve a short lifee time and where it would
d get stuck inn the
tub
be for a fluid vvelocity of 1.33 m/s. A prom
minent samplee for
a short life time projectile is P05 which is 20% bigger tthan
thee tube.
xperimental trrials
The lines in this figure arre based on ex
here one projjectile for “short life tim
me area” andd 5
wh
pro
ojectiles for ““sticking areaa” were used. The reason for
onlly one run forr short life tim
me area is due to lack of havving
varrieties of diffeerent projectiles and experim
ment costs whhich
oth
herwise wouldd be requiredd to conduct such tests as the
pro
ojectiles shoulld be very sofft and big to be
b located in this
areea. Nevertheleess numerouss experimentss to identify the
sticcking area weere conductedd for a numb
ber of projectiiles.
Thu
us the lines inn Figure 9 typpically show th
he safe margiin to
avo
oid sticking foor soft projectiiles with respeect to hard onnes.

SCUSSION
DIS
y not bigger than
t
The size of hard projectilles is usually
2%
% of size of tub
be inner diameeter and the minimum
m
requiired
velocity to push
h them in tuube is more than 1 m/s [6].
Con
ntrariwise, so
oft projectiless can even be
b larger i.e. 5%
wh
hich can be propelled in vvelocities less than 1 m/s [6].
Jalaalirad and Malayeri [6] shhowed the im
mportant poinnt to
discriminate thesse two groupss is the exten
nt of their conntact
witth the tube. In a mechaniccal test, hard projectiles exxert
mu
uch higher sh
hear force eveen 10 times bigger than soft
pro
ojectiles thoug
gh their cleanning is not terrribly better than
t
soffter ones. Thee reason is atttributed to thee non-stabilityy in
con
ntact with thee tube. Hard pprojectiles ex
xert much higgher
sheear force on su
urface in mechhanical pushing, but underr the
pro
opulsion forcee of flow it does not app
ply a remarkaable
sheear due to less
l
and unsstable contacct area betw
ween
pro
ojectiles and the tube. Thhis can be represented
r
by a
parrameter called
d stability facctor, Z, which
h is less than 0.2
for hard projectile and betweeen 0.6 - 0.8 fo
or soft projecttiles
b
shown th
the “Z” factorr is a functionn of
[6]. It has also been
nother disadvvantage of haard projectiles is
stifffness [6]. An
pro
obability in geetting stuck inn the tube whiich is more likkely
thaan for a soft prrojectile. At thhe same time, projectiles coould
nott be too soft ass well, since tthey cannot ex
xert enough shhear
for cleaning. This means therre is an optim
mum point for the
stifffness to have the best cleanning footprint..
s
anotther parameter which playss an
Apart from stiffness,
imp
portant role fo
or cleaning iss the projectile size. When the
pro
ojectile is big, it could havee more contactt with the surfface
thu
us better clean
ning is expecteed. Nonetheleess, there are also
a
som
me limitationss in size too, i .e. sticking prrobability andd the
lifee time of pro
ojectiles undeer continuouss deformationn. If
they are hard it is more likely to get stuck and
a when theyy are
sofft then deform
m severely as tthey pass thro
ough the tube and
their life-expectancy would be shorter. This
T
implies that
there is an optimum area for projectille size as well.
w
Atttempts were consequentlyy made to deevelop a plott to
seleect the most efficient projjectiles based
d on the stiffnness
and
d size. Whereas the exertedd shear force by projectilees is
direectly related to
t the stiffnesss, the data on horizontal axis
a
werre substituteed with thee stiffness. It gives more
m
eng
gineering sensse and it couldd be independ
dent of any otther
testts.
ows the optim
mum size and stiffness for the
Figure 9 sho
besst cleaning peerformance. Itt also underlines in what area
a
the projectile is expected to have a shortter life time, and
also
o the margin where the prrojectile may get stuck. Iff the
pro
ojectile is as hard as P12 it w
would get stuck if it is just 2%
big
gger than the tube. This maargin for stick
king is imporrtant
and
d it should be wide enoughh, because the surface of a new
n
tub
be is smooth and projectille may passees easily but the
pro
oblem would appear
a
when tthe deposit forrms resulting in a
rou
ughened surfacce. For harderr projectiles itt is just 1% off the
tub
be diameter, while
w
it could be 20% for softer
s
projectiiles.
Thee specified bo
ox of ABCD ssignifies the optimum
o
size and
stifffness. It mean
ns the projecttiles 10% bigg
ger than the tube
t
cou
uld be the most
m
efficient if they are hard enoughh to
defform just 1% under a 0.6 N force. In geeneral this figgure
sho
ows that using
g soft projectilles is more ad
dvantageous. The
pro
oposed criteriion to show
w the influen
nce of cleanning
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perrformance of pprojectile in Figure
F
9 is a co
ompromise baased
on Figure 3 and Eq. 3.

g. 9 ∗ , /
Fig
con
ntact area.

∗

,

and Efficiency based on stiffness and

Another critterion to disceern how efficiient a projectille is
thee ratio of fouuling resistancce with and without
w
projecctile
injeection in asyymptotic regioon of fouling
g process ( ∗, /
∗
meter, heat fflux,
, ). In this investigation the tube diam
vellocity of flow
w and size of
o projectiles are an orderr of
maagnitude of thhose in industtries. In cases that this ratiio is
less than 0.2 itt could be coonsidered som
mewhat the m
most
d that this ratiio is
effficient cleaning in industry. It is predicted
dep
pended uponn the mechaanism of deeposit formattion,
vellocity of flow
w and rate of injection heence it couldd be
eassily extendedd to industriaal scale. Asy
ymptotic fouuling
ressistance for maany chemicalss and water seervices is repoorted
in standard deesign books. This value can somew
what
dettermine the sizze and construuction cost off heat exchanggers.
Thu
us ∗, / ∗, can give a better
b
sense to
o heat exchannger
eng
gineers. Nevertheless consiidering this po
oint that injecction
deccreases the foouling resistannce by 80% ( ∗, / ∗, =00.2),
thee size of heatt exchanger also
a
would bee smaller for the
con
nstruction eveen by 15% [100].
CO
ONCLUSION
NS
Contact areaa of projectilees and the tub
be inner wall and
mportant param
meters that woould
theeir stiffness arre the most im
dettermine the extent of projectile
p
cleeaning. Stiffn
fness
pro
oduces shear force and prrojectile size contact with the
tub
be. To have the best cleaaning perform
mance, there is a
trad
de-off betweeen the projectiile size and sttiffness. The bbest
size would be 110% bigger thhan the tube and
a the optim
mum
stifffness is 1% deformation under a 0.6 N force. Ussing
pro
ojectiles out oof this domainn may be pro
oblematic. Biggger
and
d softer proj
ojectiles cannnot stand ag
gainst long ttime
injeections thus their life-eexpectancy would
w
be shhort.
Sim
multaneously harder projeectiles are mo
ore likely to get
stu
uck. ∗, / ∗,
(ratio of fouling resistance with and
witthout injectionn) can give a better sense for cleaningg the
heaat exchanger aand ∗, / ∗, could be deccreased by 80%
% if
a suitable projectile of thee right size and stiffnesss is
selected.

NO
OMENCLATURE
Ai
urface area of the heated tub
be
Inner su
Area un
nder the curvee of fouling resistance vs. tim
me
A1
with pro
ojectile
A2
Area un
nder the curvee of fouling resistance vs. tim
me
withoutt projectile
cp
Specificc heat capacityy, J/kgK
E
Efficien
ncy, numberr of recorded ddata during ex
xperiment
i

m
Mass flo
ow rate, kg/s
n
Total nu
umber of loggged experimen
ntal data
Rate of heat transfer, W
Q
ux, W/m2
Heat flu
q
Fouling
g resistance, m 2K/W
Rf
∗
∗
c fouling resisstance with annd
, / , Ratio of asymptotic
w/o pro
ojectile
Tb
Bulk tem
mperature, oC
Fluid in
nlet temperatur
ure to the heateed zone, oC
Ti
To
Fluid ou
utlet temperatu
ture from the heated
h
zone, oC
o
Ts
Surfacee temperature, C
Surface temperature aat clean condiition, oC
Ts,cc
Ts,ff,w
Surfacee temperature aat fouling con
ndition with
projectiile, oC
Ts,ff,w/o Surfacee temperature aat fouling con
ndition withouut
projectiile, oC
t
time, s
W 2K
U
Overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m
y, m/s
v
Velocity
Averagee exerted forcce on the projeectile [N]
x
Relation
n factor of forrce and deform
mation,
α
N/perceentage of defoormation
Deform
mation [%]
ε
bscripts
Sub
b
bulk
c
clean
f
fouling
i
inlet, inner
outlet
o
surface
s
with
w
o
without
w/o
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